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VitrA V-Care

A caring bathroom ecosystem

We care about your personal hygiene.
We care about your personal comfort.
We care about your user experience.
We care about the time you spend at the bathroom.
We care about the difference between the morning
and the evening rituals.
We care about your health.
We care about your physical and your emotional
health at the same time.
We care about your wellbeing.
We care about your mood.
We care about your life.
We care about your family.
We care about your guests.
We care about your business.
We care about your blue planet.
VitrA Bathroom Appliances presents V-Care.
A caring bathroom ecosystem.
Because we care.
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A smart toilet
engineered
as a design icon
We care about
the ultimate personal
hygiene experience.

Designed by Arik Levy in collaboration with
the VitrA Design and Innovation Teams,
V-Care Smart Toilet Prime symbolises the ultimate
integration of design and technology within
the bathroom environment and delivering
the ultimate personal hygiene experience.
Aiming to use the technology for a better
experience, V-Care Smart Toilet Prime provides
both enhanced indulgence and increased
hygiene in a more personalised way.
To further enhance the customisation,
V-Care Smart Toilet Prime is available
in 2 versions: Floor-standing and Wall-hung.
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V-Care Smart Toilet Prime
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Enhanced
indulgence

With its built-in technology, V-Care Smart Toilet
Prime enhances the indulgence experience through
adjustable features.
All adjustments such as water temperature, water
pressure, nozzle position, seat temperature and
air-drying temperature can be refined by the remote
control or the mobile app. Furthermore, the V-Care
Smart Toilet Prime app allows the user to create
a profile according to the personal needs and
preferences.
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Improved
hygiene
Seat / Lid Open & Close

Lid Open & Close

Lady / Front Washing

Man / Back Washing
Stop

Massage Washing

Back to Front Washing
Dryer

A touch-free experience
To deliver the maximum in hygiene, V-Care Smart
Toilet Prime offers a touch-free cleaning experience.
From the seat opening to the drying functions,
all features could be controlled and customized
by the remote control, the voice control and
the mobile app. V-Care Smart Toilet’s software
is always up-to-date by connectivity.

Level - Down Button

Level - Up Button

Water Temperature

Dryer Temperature
Bidet - Nozzle Position

Water Pressure

Seat Temperature
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A caring bidet nozzle
Especially designed for female hygiene,
the integrated bidet nozzle provides different
washing options according to gender specific needs.
In addition to deliver maximum hygiene standards
the stainless steel bidet nozzle cleans itself before
and after each use.
VitrA Rim-ex
The unique rimless design of VitrA Rim-ex,
the V-Care Smart Toilet Prime ensures that dirt
and germs can never hide. VitrA Rim-ex feature
keeps the toilet 95% more hygienic according to
a standard toilet and makes it easy to clean.
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Ambiance LED
as a night light

The LED of V-Care Smart Toilet Prime work
as a night light: Without needing to turn the light
on, people can easily use the toilet. The night light
function can also be adjusted by the mobile app.
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Easy to use,
easy to maintain

V-Care Smart Toilet Prime has been designed
is suitable around the world.
Thanks to the decalcification solution, it’s easy
to protect the system against different levels
of limescale in water.
Besides, the concealed plumbing and electric
connections make installation easy and the elegant,
timeless WC design will perfectly integrate
into any bathroom design.
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More user-friendly
experience

We care about
the personal hygiene.

Designed by Noa in collaboration with the VitrA
Design and Innovation Team, V-Care Smart Toilet
provides a user-friendly fully customisable personal
hygiene washing experience.
V-Care Smart Toilet, is easily controlled
by the intuitively engineered remote control
or the side control panel; providing easy access
to the simple cleaning and drying functions.
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A touch-free
hygiene

All features could be controlled by the remote
control creating a touch-free cleaning experience,
V-Care Smart Toilet offers complete personal
hygiene:
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Basic Version

Comfort Version
Lid auto open/close

Lid&seat open/close

Back to Front
Washing

Front Washing

Rear Washing

Stop
Level - Down Button
Water Pressure
Water Temperature

Level - Up Button
Bidet - Nozzle
Position
Seat Temperature

Front Washing

Massage Washing

Level - Down Button
Water Pressure
Water Temperature
Dryer

Rear Washing

Stop
Level - Up Button
Bidet - Nozzle
Position
Seat Temperature
Dryer Temperature
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Maximizing
personal hygiene

The integrated bidet nozzle provides gender
specific washing options and the bidet nozzle
cleans itself before and after each use.
VitrA Rim-ex keeps the toilet 95% more hygienic
according to a standard WC. It also makes the WC
easy to clean.
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Fighting against
limescale

V-Care Smart Toilet Design fights against
the limescale deposits with a special
decalcification solution, providing protection
from the damaging effects of limescale deposits.
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Elegant appearance,
deep impact

We care about you,
your business and
the environment.

As a member of VitrA Bathroom Appliances’
Ecosystem, V-Care Smart Panel is an elegant glass
concealed cistern panel but it offers more than
a standard one. With its simplistic and human
design and functional features it is surprisingly
helpful in both private, semi-public and hotel
bathrooms.
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Seamlessly aesthetic,
highly functional

Compatible with all VitrA concealed cisterns,
V-Care Smart Panel is an easy-clean, durable glass
panel, with high gloss black colour. Equipped with
smart sensors, functions and specialized algorithms,
V-Care Smart Panel cares about you, your business
and also the environment. By using VitrA Mobile
App it is easy to control and track the product
remotely, explore the features for individual usage,
and monitor a WC. It is also possible to monitor all
WC usages of a whole enterprise centrally
for businesses.
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Smart Flush for Smart Panel S Version
Smart Flush feature tracks the WC contamination,
defines the adequate amount of water for flushing
and alerts when there is a drainage failure.
If flushing needs to be repeated, the system waits
for the tank to refill completely to prevent inefficient
flushing, which contributes to water saving. Smart
flush provides better performance over time
as the learning algorithms figure out the optimum
flush cycle.
Eco Mode for Smart Panel S Version
V-Care Smart Panel presents the Eco-Mode feature;
the user can select the volume of flushing water
by using the control menu of the panel or by using
VitrA Mobile App. Eco Mode feature guides users for
more efficient usage, when the panel has collected
significant amount of data about usage habits.
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Auto Flush
With integrated sensors of V-Care Smart Panel, Auto
Flush feature provides touchless control option and
supplies the optimum amount of water for flushing
considering the usage time.
Periodic Flush
When a WC pan is not used for a while, harmful
bacteria can be carried from the waste pipes or they
can reproduce inside the bowl. In order to avoid
dirt, stain, odours and bacteria reproduction, V-Care
Smart Panel periodically flushes itself in Periodic
Flush Mode and welcomes users back with a clean
and hygienic toilet. Thanks to the connectivity
feature, V-Care Smart Panel calculates the optimum
amount of water for flushing according to
the weather conditions and humidity. This feature
is ON by default, but it can be turned OFF manually
by using VitrA Mobile App.
Lock
The Lock feature allows the user to deactivate
the panel, when it is required for maintenance
or security reasons.
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Remote Access

Mobile App
The mobile app offers additional benefits such as
ease of use, comfort and increased hygiene
in the toilet. The application is available for both
Android and iOS devices. By using VitrA Mobile App,
it is easy to explore the features for an individual
usage even from afar. Exceeding the standard usage
of the flush, V-Care Smart Panel Mobile App widens
the limits of time and place with extended control
features. Pairing and communication is secured
between the panel and the mobile app, which
prevents misuse.
Dashboard
By using the web based admin dashboards for
business enterprises, it is possible to access all
installed products, to control the functions remotely
and to monitor them in detail. It also gathers
statistical data of usage to manage your enterprise
in a more efficient way.
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An optimised
usage

To optimise the usage and to protect
the environment, V-Care Smart Panel cares
about water and time.
By tracking usage, it proposes weekly and monthly
reports comparing with the previous periods.
This provides increased awareness about
sustainability and water usage.
It also notifies local announcements such as water
shortage, power shortage and drainage failures
allowing you to better manage the flushing systems.
Diagnostic algorithms help predicting failures
in advance and the backup power unit ensures
use of the toilet up to 10 times in case of power
shortage.

Usage statistics for weekly and monthly reports
V-Care Smart Panel & V-Care Smart Panel S
•
Number of half & full flushes and
the amount of water used respectively
•
The total amount of water used
•
Number of correct flush choices to prevent
excessive water usage
•
Average time spent in toilet
•
Average time spent per session
•
Peak days of usage
Instant notifications
V-Care Smart Panel & V-Care Smart Panel S
•
Power status
•
Connectivity Status
•
Critical system diagnostics
•
System failures
V-Care Smart Panel S exclusively
•
Water status
•
Water leakage in system
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A better
bathroom
experience
We care about
your bathroom ritual.

The V-Care Smart Mirror is an essential member
of the VitrA Bathroom Appliances’ Ecosystem.
It’s a Visual Assistant that can be personalised to
help prepare you for the day. V-Care Smart Mirror
cares about your mood, needs and desires and will
transform your bathroom environment instantly as
you wish.
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A piece of elegant
bathroom furniture
in appearance

At first glance, the V-Care Smart Mirror is just
an elegant mirror. The screen is activated when
it detects you standing in front and provides
essential information such as the time and date.
To display personalised information, the user just
needs to pair and connect to the mirror through
a mobile app. Then, V-Care Smart Mirror starts
to work as your personal assistant providing you
with the information you need. All features could
be controlled and customized by the mobile app
or the voice control. V-Care Smart Mirror’s software
is always up-to-date by connectivity.
To reassure users and guarantee personal privacy,
V-Care Smart Mirror does not have an installed
camera.
Charging mobile phones is easy thanks to V-Care
Smart Mirror’s Qi certified wireless charge unit.
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Personalised
bathroom
environment

V-Care Smart Mirror’s personalised interface displays
a predefined set of functions and information that
users can select from a rich variety of VitrA widgets.
Consequently, V-Care Smart Mirror brings needed
information into the bathroom: weather forecasts,
traffic updates, news headlines, social media feeds,
calendar entries, and audio books. Favourite songs
and playlists can also be played through the Smart
Mirror.
Smart Mirror offers a choice of pre-set moods such
as energizing, calm, and spa or you can customize
a mood to put you in the right mood and state of
mind whatever the time of day.
Ambient lighting with your audio playlists entertains
and relaxes you when you want to make the most
of those precious moments in the bathroom.
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Smart welcome
with no limits

Once the app is downloaded, it’s possible to put
a phone down on any VitrA Smart Mirror deck
in the world, and it instantly converts that mirror
into a personal assistant showing all personalised
content.
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Smart
control

Once paired, a smart phone transforms into
an easy-to-use remote control unit for the mirror.
This allows managing of ambient lighting,
applications and audio playlists. Controlling
the mirror only with a smart phone helps keeping
the mirror surface clean and free of fingerprints.
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Smart
ecosystem

Full integration with your smart device and data
ecosystem simplifies your life. Apps provide brief
updates about weather, traffic, news headlines, your
calendar, social media feeds, health information and
more.
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Tune your
bathroom to
your mood
We care about
your mood.

V-Care Smart Mirror Lite enables you to play your
favourite music and listen to your audio books
or podcasts in the bathroom because V-Care Smart
Mirror Lite cares about your mood.
The front control panel of the mirror also adjusts
the brightness of the warm-white side lighting
to create the perfect ambiance.
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Simple, integrated
sound system

V-Care Smart Mirror Lite is the simplest member
of the VitrA Bathroom Appliance Ecosystem.
Bluetooth technology provides simple connectivity
with your smart phone, and once paired via NFC
pairing tag, the V-Care Smart Mirror Lite activates
the speaker.
Thanks to its touch-sensitive buttons, the mirror
maintains its elegant appearance and makes
it easy to control both playing tracks and volume
level. Enjoy perfect sound through enhanced stereo
speakers that have an optimised acoustic profile
for the bathroom environment.
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VitrA Turkey - Headquarter

Eczacıbaşı Building Products Co.
Büyükdere Cad. Ali Kaya Sok. No: 5
Levent 34394 İstanbul
Phone: +(90 212) 350 80 00
Fax: +(90 212) 350 84 45
www.vitra.com.tr

VitrA Germany

VitrA Bad GmbH
Agrippinawerft 24,
50678 Cologne, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 221 / 27 73 68-0
Fax: +49 (0) 221 / 27 73 68-500
www.vitra-bad.de

VitrA France

VitrA Bad GmbH
Z.I. Le Poirier - CS 80019
F - 28132 Nogent Le Roi CEDEX
Phone: +33 (0) 2 37 38 69 90
Fax: +33 (0)2 37 51 43 94
www.vitra-bad.fr

VitrA UK

VitrA UK Ltd.
Park 34 Collet Way,
Didcot Oxon Ox11 7WB, UK
Phone: +(44 1235) 750 990
Fax: +(44 1235) 750 985
www.vitra.co.uk

VitrA Russia

Eczacıbaşı Building Products LLC
9, Varshavskoe Highway, Bldg.1
Danilovskaya Manufactory
Block ‘Sitsevy’, 4 Entr., 1st Floor
Moscow 117105 Russia
Tel.: 007 (495) 221 76 11 (ext. 1101)
www.vitra-russia.ru

VitrA India

Representative Office-India
B-102, Durolite House, Opp. SAB TV
Building, New Link Road, Andheri (West),
Mumbai 400053 India
Phone: +(91) 22-6708 5000
www.vitraglobal.com

VitrA UAE

Representative Office-UAE
Jumeirah Business Centre 5
Unit 1006 Dubai, UAE
Phone: +(971) 52-276-7386
Fax: +(971) 4-457 2467
www.vitraglobal.com

Other Regions

Eczacıbaşı Building Products Co.
Büyükdere Cad. Ali Kaya Sok. No: 5
Levent 34394 İstanbul
Phone: +(90 212) 350 80 00
Fax: +(90 212) 350 84 45
www.vitraglobal.com
Please contact: export@vitra.com.tr

